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By Peter Liebing
Chemnitz, May 2015: At May 21st 2015
for the first time the event „Chemnitz
2020 – forum for cooperation, innovation
& networks„ took place at the fair ground
of Messe Chemnitz as a presentation
platform of business-related services
72 exhibitors from different service sectors
thereby gave presentations to the visitors.
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In three forums speakers from business, science and associations occurred with
their imaginative solutions to the issues of innovation, collaboration and
networking. Announced by the presenter as a representative of the regional office
of the Federal Association for IT security TeleTrusT, Mr. Kirchhoff gave a lecture on
the topic "Mobile devices securely in the production environment – an utopia?".
Mr. Kirchhoff followed up on the comments of the keynote speaker and emphasize
that in addition to the illustrated theoretical basics for innovation management,
especially in small businesses, the thoughts of potential employees and the will to
create something new will survive and the “Great Coming Out” released.
The, after his speech, presented project MyCapp™ is "attentive listening to
customers." It offers an economically and ecologically valuable thoughts
approaches to innovation, which opposes an effective alternative against BYOD
worriers of ongoing argued mantra of uncontrollable safety risks. MyCapp™ shifts
the digital confidentiality in a logical, device and operating system-independent
level. The app can be expanded in the future by the company itself in its
functionality. The "process renewal" on almost any mobile device will allow far in
the future drastic savings in the procurement of machine control systems specially
manufactured special equipment. Matthias Kirchhoff called to consult directly
digitronic® if there are needs for app development for "process renewal" and to
consider whether the MyCapp™ technology holds, what is promised.

About our company:
digitronic® computersysteme gmbh is a German manufacturer, founded 1990 in
Chemnitz and develops software and systems for communication and IT security for
federal ministries, key accounts and small and medium-sized companies.
digitronic® is the regional office of the Federal Association for Information
Technology e. V. TeleTrusT and carries the seal ITSMIG e.V. (IT Security Made in
Germany).
The business segments are: Confidentiality (software for the preventive protection
of sensitive data) – Communication (developing and operating secure forms of
communication for the police, disaster prevention, and industry by using UMS 7.x)
– Security (simple, auditable RFID solutions via a secure logon) – Consulting
(independent expertise resulting in appropriate solutions for clients).
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